Name:

Directions: Choose at least 3 of the videos on the Shadow Puppet Playlist and complete the questions below.

**Video #1:**
Name of video:

Describe something you like about this video:

Describe something you didn't like:

One idea from this video you can use in your movie:

**Video #2:**
Name of video:

Describe something you like about this video:

Describe something you didn't like:

One idea from this video you can use in your movie:
Video #3:
Name of video:

Describe something you like about this video:

Describe something you didn’t like:

One idea from this video you can use in your movie:

Extra Credit - Video #4:
Name of video:

Describe something you like about this video:

Describe something you didn’t like:

One idea from this video you can use in your movie: